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B oard o f T r u s te e s m eetin g

A ctin g p re sid e n t w ill ta k e
charge a s W a lters 9reco vers
By Jane Bech
Staff Writer
The MSC Board of Trustees
held their second meeting this
year on Nov.5.
The main issue on the agenda
was President Donald Walters
illness. Faculty representative to
the board, Dr. Kathleen Wil
kins, and president of the fa
culty union , Catherine Becker,
expressed deep concern on
behalf of the faculty.
In a letter to the board,
Becker recommended the estab
lishment of an “orderly and
efficient environment in which
administrative decisions could
be made.” She requested the
board appoint an acting pres
ident as soon as possible.
Chairperson of the Board
Murray Cole stated, “the board
will meet with the vigepresidents and the campus
leadership of the college to
discuss the people that have
been suggested. The board will
then appoint the acting presi
dent who will preside until the
return of Dr. Walters.
Cole, who had met with
Walters, said that the president
appeared alert and medical
reports were optimistic. Wal
ters’ doctor is convinced that he
will be able to return to his
position.
The board approved Walters’
leave of absence till May 12,
1988, and depending upon his
condition then, will take a
decision to appoint a new
president.

Blanche Haller, director of
library services, presented a
report based on a recent study
by the Middle States Task
Force, which has accredited the
MSC library as “excellent.”
Haller said that in 1977
Sprague Library had its first
order and cataloging system
installed which computerized
many of the library’s opera
tions.
According to Haller, the
library now has “on-line catal
oging, inter-library borrowing,
on-line purchasing, and a com
puterized reference system that
was installed in 1983.”
Haller complained of “over
crowding” in regard to both
books and students. She said
“the addition of a new building
has been discussed for many
years but plans have never
materialized.”
Mike Rodak, student trustee,
expressed a need to keep longer
library hours in order to provide
the students with a place to stay
late at night. Haller replied, “I
don’t consider the library a
study hall. The library is also
very expensive to keep open,
because of various maintenance
costs.”
She suggested separate study
halls in dorms. Haller said, “the
library will supply thesauruses
and dictionaries if the idea was,
implemented.”
Board member Philip Thayer

briefed the board on the out
comes assessment report. The
report has been approved by the
NJ Board of Higher Education.
Dr. Jean Armstrong, vice
president for student affairs,
revealed the enrollment report
for the 1987 fall semester. MSC
experienced an increase in en
rollment of 2.6 % for this
semester. The overall college
attendance has decreased with
2.1%.
The increase in enrollment
was slightly higher than antic
ipated. Armstrong attributed it
partly to the new marketing
campaign and partly to a gener Photo by Wally Acuna
al increase nationwide.
A contract to remove the Stone Hall residents are shown here taking advantage of this year’s
landfill known as “Carrino first snow storm. Classes were cancelled after 3:00 pm, and these
Sanitary Landfill” was ap students were some of many who took part in outdoor activities.
proved.
Located at the nothem part
of the campus, the landfill was
I n s id e th e M o n tc la r io n :
ordered removed in 1984 by
state law. The removal is expect
1 The LASO fashion
Something Different is
ed to begin soon and will be
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show
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pensive
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state colleges was also dis
cussed. Governor Torn Kean
Fatal Beauty receives 3
Indians record sixth
/
did not approve of a plan
1/2 stars, pg. 13.
consecutive win see
created by the Department of
back page.
I
Higher Education, which sug
gested that state colleges should
be authorized to sell bonds to
finance building repair. The
rejection may mean the decision
will have to be made by a public
referendum.

Students take advantage of free
testing at Thirteenth Health Fair
By Richard J. Steffens
Correspondent______
The 13th Annual Health Fair
t MSC was held last Wed. from
:00 am to 4:00 pm in the
tudent Center Ballrooms. Stuents and faculty took advan
c e of the variety of medical
:sts and screenings that were
vailable at little or no cost.
The fair offered free cancer
greenings, eye tests, hearing
:sts, blood pressure checkups
mong many others. The theme
f this year’s fair was “Fall into a
lealth,” focusing on making g
udents and faculty more aware ^
f their own bodies.
¡2*
The Health Fair was present-^
i by the Health Professions^
issociation under the supervian of the Dept, of Health o
rofessions. Dr. John Reed, aiculty advisor to the associa- Father Art Humphry of the Newman Campus Ministry is shown
on, said the day was, “a here undergoing one of several free diagnostic tests offered at
amplete success and a credit to the Thirteenth Annual Health Fair. The Health Fair, sponsored
le college.”
,
, by the Health Professions Association, took place on Nov. 4.
cont. on pg. 3

R acism : a c lo u d y
issu e to d efin e

By Dan McMahon
Correspondent_____________
Racism was the key issue
addressed by YWCA national
member, Kay Logan, in her
speech to a group of faculty and
students in the Student Center
Ballroom, Mon., Nov. 9.
The lecture was sponsored by
the Latin American Student
Organization (LASO) as part of
Latin Month, being held in
November.
What had been advertised as
a lecture on racial justice be
came an open discussion on
racism.
Logan iniated the discussion
by asking the audience to
answer a few questions dealing
with traditional conceptions of
racism.
She asked the audience to
agree or disagree, “All whites
are racists.”
One member of the audience
said that the idea of racism was
entrenched in white society,
while others in the audience said
the environment of an individ
ual can determine whether or
not they are racists.

Logan continued her ques
tions, but the greatest dispute
came when she asked whether
or not latinos could be consi
dered a race.
The argument was not re
solved and it demonstrated
Logan’s point when she said,
“There is no tight, clear defini
tion of what race is.”
She said that the conception
of race arose from a combina
tion of What the social sciences
and natural sciences have de
cided over the last 200 years.
The conception they have
formed is one that contains
three races: white, black, and
monogloid.
Another question that Logan
asked was if blacks are racists.
She believes they can’t be be
cause blacks do not control
institutional power, and racism
is a set of institutions in a society
that limit a person.
She stated that those who run
the institutions benefit from
racism, and that blacks do not
benefit from racism.
Some of the members of the
cont. on pg. 3
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TAU K A P P A EPSILON FRATERNITY
RHO ZETA CHAPTER
CO N G R ATULATES
OUR NEWEST PRATERS IN THE BOND:

Don Oakes
Mark Mitrenga
Doug Bly
Dan Forte
Bill Ferrazzano
Bob DeSteno

S ervice M erchandise, one o f th e
n ation 's la rg est ca ta lo g show room
r e ta ile r s, h as im m ediate openings
fo r part-tim e S alesp eop le, S tock ers,
a m i C ashiers fo r th e h olid ays.
We o ffer
*F lexib le d ay/even ing hours
"E xcellent w a g es and b en efits
"Immediate em ployee discounts
A pply in person now :
SERVICE MERCHANDISE
WEST BELT PLAZA
RT. 23 SOUTH
WAYNE, N J
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a tanning lounge

Dr.Edward Martin
Dean of Students
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SPECIAL THANKS TO PRATER EUGENE QUINTIERl,
FOR WHOSE TIME AND UNSELFISH DEDICATION MADE
THIS GREAT PLEDGE CLASS POSSIBLE!!
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N ew Je rse y • 0704
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Campus PollSce Heport

Blanton female fissaulted
by visiting male student
By Jill Ficarra
Staff Writer
On Thur., Nov. 5, a student
visiting his ex-girlfriend in
Blanton Hall assaulted her
during a confrontation. Dam
age was also incurred to her
dorm room. The, male was
arrested and a court date is
pending.
On Nov. 2, during the intram
ural football game practice, a
fight broke out between several
students. Organizers of the
event are expected to identify
the persons involved.
A black substance was
sprayed on a 1981 Cadillac
parked in lot 29. On Nov. 2,
when the owner attempted to
wipe the substance off, the paint
on his car was removed.
Between Oct. 30 and Nov. 2.

Charity
Each year at Thanksgiving,
Christmas and Easter, the New
man Campus Ministry Center
gets a few last minute calls about
food, clothing or toys that were
gathered for the poor, asking
where they can be sent.
Since those who assist the
poor on a full time basis try to
plan ahead, students might
consider the same. Father Art
Humphrey, chaplain of the
Newman Center, would be
happy in these days before the
holidays to put students in
touch with an actual person,
rather than just a case, so that
they might tailor their group/
organization’s giving In this
way you could help |a person,
a family, or a service group
directly. Even though most of
the contacts come through the
Catholic church, they do serve
a multi-racial, multi-lingual,
and multi-cultural economic
need.
If you would like some as
sistance, please call the Newman
Center, extension 7240 or 7462323, Mon. through Fri., 9:00
am to 3:00 pm Either Father Art
or Mary Ann D’Angelo will
help you.

H ealth Fai
cont. from pg. 1
Representatives from local
medical centers and associa
tions took part in the day’s
activities. Cynthia McRae, a
representative for the Sickle
Cell Education and Service
Foundation of NJ, said it “was
a better turnout than others
we’ve been to. We tested many
students who will require furth
er examination, but the tests
were not conclusive.”
Clara Maas Medical Center
addressed self-awareness by
having students and faculty
write on a poster what they do
to stay healthy.
Schmid Laboratories focused
attention on AIDS.

an unidentified person broke
into a Blanton Hall dorm room
and stole a set of dorm keys and
a radio.
. Cash was stolen from another
room in Blanton Hall on Nov.
5, between 9:00 am and 2:00 pm.
Between Nov. 3 and Nov.4,
a 1982 Honda had its tires
slashed, a 1987 Honda had its
paint scratched with a key, and
bottles were thrown at a campus
police vehicle, breaking its
windshield.
An unidentified person stole
a radio from a BMW on Nov.
4. An eyewitness saw the person
breaking the window, stealing
the radio, and driving away on
a motorcycle.
On Nov. 4, in lot 30, a 1974
Porsche had its stereo and car
mats stolen.

Welsch named as
acting registrar
The college administration
has recently approved the re
lease of Marshall Butler from
his responsibilities as Registrar
to assume the leadership role in
the implementation of the new
Student Information System
(SIS).
For the duration of this
project, William M. Welsch, the
Associate Registrar, will assume
the role of Acting Registrar. He
will assume full responsibility
for the day-to day activities and
operation of this office.
Welsch will officially assume
his new role on October 26. The
college community’s coopera
tion during the transition period
is critical to the success of this
new information system.

A d ie t a n a ly s is
On Nov. 16, Dr. Carol ByrdBredbenner of the Home Eco
nomics Dept, is conducting a
study to determine how well
people understand certain nu
trition concepts. A computer
diet analysis usually costs
$20.00 or more but students can
have their diets analyzed free of
charge.
If students would like to
participate in the project and
recieve free diet analysis, they
should come to kops lounge at
12:00 pm.

Some of the AIDS patients
in the film have since died of
the disease.
“ There is a genuine
concern and there are encourag
ing responses from everyone
here today, and I hope we
helped make them stop and
think a little harder,” said Phil
Frank, representative of
Schmid Laboratories.
McGruff and the Montclair
Crime Center had a display set
up concerning campus crime
and rape. McGruff said the only
problem with the fair was that
people didn’t know whether
they were “fighting for fire
prevention or a reject from the
television series Alf.”

View from the SGA

M ake th e change w o rk fo r you
By Rob Acerra
SGA President
Due to the cancellation of
classes yesterday, the Student
Government was forced to
postpone a vote on a possible
SGA fee increase until next
week’s meeting.
The SGA is seeking the sup
port of every undergraduate
student to prevent the MSC
Board of Trustees from raising
such fees as the parking or
;eneral service fee. These fees,
rom which you, the student, do
not directly benefit, may be
increased. But you can stop it!
The SGA, would like to keep
your money working for you by
increasing the number of events
and the quality of services
provided to the students of
MSC.
To do so, the SGA is awaiting
passage of a bill which would
change the SGA constitution.
This bill, when passed, will
allow the SGA to bring the
question of a one dollar increase
in the SGA fee to the entire
undergraduate student body for
approval.
In order to gain such appro
val, and thus seek the board’s
support, 20 percent or 2011
undergraduate students must
come out and vote. Of this 20
percent, a majority of you (51
percent) must vote yes. This

f

increase will generate an addi
tional 180,000 dollars from
which all students may benefit.
1 Tom Mergola, President of
Quarterly, MSC’s student liter
ary magazine urged, “The in
creased fee will allow more
funds to be allotted to the Class
One organizations and the
SGA. This will provide the
MSC students with better pro
grams and more services.”
Voting will run between
Nov.30 and Dec. 12. Times and
locations will vary in order to
attract every possible student.
The SGA is looking for the
support of each chartered or
ganization to “ A dopt—a—
Day.”
During voting, the members
of each organization would man
the booths. With such a large
number of hours to cover, the
SGA will need all the help we
can get.
Rosemarie Savino, Director
of Programming commented,
“Other chartered organizations,
like Quarterly, who will benefit
the most from an increase, will
hopefully come out and assist
the SGA with the proposed
legislation.“
A tuition increase is inevita
ble. The Board of Trustees will
be determining just how much

of an increase to charge the
students in the Spring semester.
Fees which may not exceed
an amount equal to 30 percent
of tuition may also rise in
proportion to the tuition rise.
The SGA hopes, since our fee
has not changed since 1977, the
students will see the need for this
increase.
Mike Rodak, a member of
the board encouraged the stu
dent body must come out and
vote and show their support for
the SGA fee increase. This,
Rodak said, will allow the
Board of Trustees to consider
such a request.
The SGA has already gained
the support of the Residence
Hall Federation in our attempt
to increase the fee. Following
a meeting on Tuesday, Nancy
Colby, President of RHF,
pledged the support of her
organization. From doorhangers to table-tents, the
members of RHF will be solic
iting the support of each resi
dent to come out and vote.
Become apart of the fight.
Keep your money working for
you. Stop by the SGA Office
Room 103 of the Student Cen
ter or call 893-4202 to find out
how you can get involved. Just
say yes!

Racial justice
cont. frompg. 1
audience were asked to recount
the first time they realized there
was a difference between peo
ple.
One girl realized it by the
treatment she and her sister
received as the first latino
students in a Catholic grammar
school.
Another girl related a story
in which her best friend’s moth
er threw her out of the house
when she discovered that she
was black.
Logan pointed out that ra

cism is not just a black and white
issue, but that people are dis
criminated against for other
reasons.
She used the example of how
airplanes are not accommodat
ing to people in wheelchairs,
especially where bathroom fa
cilities are concerned.
Racism runs through many
issues, such as sexism, said
Logan. By removing racism,
these issues may be easier to deal
with.
Logan believes that one of the

Apply in person at a store near
you We otter full- and part-time
schedules to suit your needs
immediate openings in sales
and sales support and
storewide discounts that
extend through January it you
complete your assignment1
No experience necessary An
equal opportunity employer

solutions to the problem is
through discussion, especially
with college students. In this
way, racial lines can be crossed.
“Academia exists for this pur
pose,’’said Logan.
Logan travels to college cam
puses across the nation to
initiate such discussions. Her
work for YWCA is concerned
greatly with students and the
problem of racism.
She believes these lectures
and discussions help because the
key to the problem is, “opening
up.”
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student
ANO SAVI 90% OfF OUR
RENOVATION PACKAGI
IN C L U D IN G :

Liz Claiborne, Inc is seeking b rig h t college graduates in 
terested in turning th e ir degrees in to successful careers
Individuals w h o can act q u ic k ly in o u r fast-paced e n viro n 
m ent O ur on-site, o n -th e -jo b training program w ill teach
you all you need to kn o w a b o u t d is trib u tio n centers and
the apparel in d u stry (D ecem ber graduates are encouraged
to a p p ly )

W orking at ou r national d is trib u tio n ^enters in the
M eadow lands area, you II receive a ^ o o d starting salary and
com prehensive b e ne fits For p ro m p t con sid e ra tio n , please
send your resume in co n fid e n ce to

A

W arehouse Personnel Manager
Liz Claiborne, Inc
One Claiborne Avenue
N o rth Bergen, NJ 07047
A n F q u a i O p p o r tu n e *

E m p io v e r M

F

International \buth
Exchange, a Presidential
Initiative for peace, brings
teenagers from other coun
tries to live for a time with
American families and at
tend American schools.
Learn about participating
as a volunteer host family.

•Psrsonslitod Rody Sculpting
Program* lor Guy* onci Gal*
in our 5600 *q. ft Gym
«More Thon 30,000 lb* of
fro* Weight*
•Training with our 1988
Olympic Contenders
•Five Guest Passe*. Gift
Certificate 8 Three Month* FRff

200 Pleasant Valley W ay
West Orange N.J. 07052
201-731-1874
’HOME OF THE N J . STATE
POWER LIFTING CHAMPIONSHIPS
DECS * 6

Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
S 3 The International Youth Exchange.

We’ll fly your
student body to
Boston/Washington
for only s39.
It's the lowest one way airfare to Boston or
Washington—lower than the price of a couple of textbooks.
And it doesn’t come with a lot of prerequisites. Just purchase
a round trip ticket, stay over a Saturday night, and be willing
to part with a 25% cancellation fee should you decide to bag
your trip. Seats are limited, but the fare is good on all of
Continental’s plethora of flights to Boston or Washington. The
only thing that leaves more frequently than our flights are the
special S5.00 buses every 15 minutes between our Newark
terminal and Manhattan.
So prove your student body is savvy in the Economics *
Department. Call Continental at 212-519-9494, in Newark at
201-596-6000 or elsewhere at 1-800-525-0280.

JUST S A Y

Y
E
M ake th e changa w o rk fo r you

® CONTINENTAL
¥) 1987Cpminçrjlui Airlines. Inc.
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Professional models from Braz
il display evening wear at the
LASO Fashion Show, part of
Latin Month, which is contin
uing throughout the month of
November.
P hotos by W ally A cuna

»
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PLAY TH€ H€U>!
explore employment Options
Immediate Openings
Flexible Schedules

$100—BONUS
After 80 Hours Work
(N ew Apps. O nly With This Ad)
Acct., Admin., Bkkpg., Clerical, Cust. Service,
Data Cntry, Aeception, Secretarial. Typing,
Word Processing....

(UCOFFCR:
♦Superior Pay Rotes
♦Vocotion/Holidoy Pay
♦Additional Bonus Plan
♦Optional Insurance Package
♦Convenient Local Assignments
Coll W endy at 256-2444

Steeple Temporary Services
25 Notch Rd., Little Foils, NJ
(Near Montdair/Clifton - Volley
Rd.)
N€V€R R F€€

^
You should know
about new e.p.t. stick
test. It’s the fast and easy
way to find out if you’re
O r not. And
you find out in private.
If the stick turns pink,
you’re pregnant. If it stays
white, you’re not. It’s that
simple.
If you have any
questions about e.p.t., call
us toll free 1-800-562-0266.
In New Jersey, call collect
(201)540:2458.
e.p.t. The first and
most trusted name in
pregnancy testing.
Introducing
new e.p.t.® stick test.
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Alliance of Jewish Student
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260 BELLEVUE AVENUE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, N.J. 070*2

Next ro FOREVER TAN

...it's never too late!

*SET O F TIPS & W RAPS $40.00
regS65

If you enjoy:

Sunday Nov. 15,1987
6-11 pmat the'T '
Admission $3.00
COST INCLUDES BARBEQUE
(Hamburgers, hotdogs, soda,
etc.)
760 Norfhfield
Ave.
West Orange

- Writing
— Photography
- Graphic arts
- Proofreading
— Layout
— Paste-up

Stop by our office

*SET O F W RAPS $30.00
req. $40_________________

»AIRDRUSHING ART & M A N IC U R E
$15.00
reg. $24_________________
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
L^_.

We welcome new
members all year
round. It’s never too
late to join.
And remember
English, Journalism,
Communications, Art
students...

FO R EV ER T A N

Keep Your Summer Glow
2 6 0 Bellevue A ve.
Upper M ontclair; NJ
Above the Bellevue Theatre 7 8 3 - 0 0 7 7
1 /2

IT LOOKS GOOD
ON YOUR
RESUME!!!

for information call
642-1922

VALID ONLY WITH THIS COUPON
EXPIRES 11/26/87

A Class One o f the SGA

P r ic e T a r m in g S p e c ia l

Join any package at regular price and receive any package (ess
than or eguaf to that value for 1 /2 price at time of renewal
(With this coupon)
[Cannot be used in conjunction with any other special or discount)
Empires Dec. 31,1987
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ATTENTION

Sittings being done now.
Sign up in the $ 6 Annex.
Pictures will be done in
Rm. 418 of the SC Annex.
Don't Forget The *3.00
Sitting Fee!
LA Campana is a Class I Organization of the SGA
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C a ll y o u r m u m m y
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You remember. She was
always there when you were
frightened. And if you got hurt,
she was standing by with ban
dages. Wouldn’t it feel good
to talk to your mother again
right now?
Calling over AT&T Long
Distance Service probably
costs less than you think, too.
And if you have any questions
about AT&T rates or service,
a customer service repre
sentative is always standing
by to talk to you. Just call
1 800 222-0300.
Sure, your schoolwork and
your friends keep you busy.
But call home and find out
what she’s wrapped up in.

AT&T
The right choice.

JU U L

i ’a rt-T im e S ales

‘ It Potential
Po
With Management
America's Largest Sofabed Specialist

$6.00 per hour plus commission
Excellent exposure into retail world
Good appearance,
outgoing
“1
and
conscientious
work
personality
.jabits necessary

No Experience Needed
We are open 68 hrs
Sat. 10-6
Mon. thru Fri. 10-9
Sun, 12-5
Pick up your hours
J e n n ife r C o n v e r tib le s

Contact M r. Falk: 201-343-0300

K33C

THANKSGIVING CONVOCATION
AN INTERFAITH CELEBRATION
OF WORD, PRATER AND SONG
h o sted bp the
CAMPUS M INISTRY COUNCIL
Tuesday, November 2 4 ,1 9 8 7
12 n o o n — B allroom A
Foe In fo rm a tio n Call:
7240 or 746-2322
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THE
BIGGEST
IS LOOKING
FOR THE
BEST
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The Prudential (

The Prudential - the nation's largest diversified
financial services organization — is seeking
ambitious and energetic individuals fo r positions
in our Information Systems Office.
We're looking fo r the m ost talented futu re
executives we can find! If you have a strong
background in computer science, business, or
liberal arts and are interested in the exciting and
challenging positions we have in our computer
systems areas, please join our Prudential represen
tatives at an Information Session on Thursday,
November 12, 1987 at 6.D0 pm in the Student
Center Annex, Room 106.
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Here’s an invitation
from all o f us to try our
new restaurant.

W

a
P
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For more information, contact your Placement
Office.

a

Join us at Montclair’s newest restaurant, J.B. Winberie—
the place where good food, good wine, and good friends
come together naturally.

o
o

(Xfdfifin&e/ue;

3

RESTAURANT AND BAR

H*

Comer of S. Park & Church Streets
Across from Hahne’s. • 744-0402

O

CO

J.B. Winberie. Where the food is special, and so are you.
American Express and other major credit cards honored.

EARTH CARE
'8 8

Workshops Include
Pesticides
Coastal Issues
Wetlands/Salt Marshes
Recqcling/Solid Waste
Urban Gardening
Wildlife Management
Endangered Species
Soil Conservation
Environmental Enforcement
Environmental Political Involvement

SEMINARS

The program begins a t 9:15 in Ballroom C.
First workshop is from 10:15- 11:15.
Second workshop is from 11:30-12:30.
All of the workshops are in the Student Center Ballrooms A&B
I

*

For more info stop bq Rm 120 or call 893-5102.
Conservation Club is a Class I organization of the SQA
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If YOU'RE INTO COCAINE
WEVE GOTAUNEFORYOU
complete
Jon. 3-8,10-15,17-21

^
M

I

Prepare yourself for the ultimate
In Winter Break Indulgence:
•Lift pass for 5 days of unlimited skiing
*5 nights accomodations
^Nightly parties at the most popular
nightspots
'Complete schedule of Apres ski events
-y
O

•On-location STS representative
to insure good tim es are had
bp a ll
•A ll taxes and gratuities (no add-ons)
•Optional lessons, equipment rentals,

and transportation

TH E * V IL L A G E *A T

KILUNGTON Vermont
SUGARBUSH

SMUGGLER'S NOTCH

V*E*R*M*0*N*T

Vor more Information, contact «FILL LIEBEHMAW a t 783-214®

STS STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES

As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a
Mach 2+F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier of
one of our other jets or helicopters. And you could
do it by the time you're 23. But it takes a special
commitment on your part. We
demand leaders at all levels.
We teach you to be one.

Now there's another tragic
side effect of cocaine.
It's called unemployment.
Last year alone, America's

businesses lost more than $60
billion to drugs. So this year,
most of the Fortune 500 will be
administering drug tests. Fail

ing the test means you won't be
considered for employment.
And that's a little dose
of reality.

WE’RERUTTIM
I DRUGS(KIT OFBUSINESS.
PartnershipforaDrug-FreeAmerica

If you're a freshman or sophomore, ask about our
undergraduate officer commissioning programs.
If you're a junior, check out our graduate
programs. Starting salaries are from $17,000 to
$23,000. And you can count
on going farther...faster.
We're looking fo r a few good men.

F or m ore information on how yo u can becom e a M arine Officer and/
or P ilot, call Captain D evlin at 750-9405/06.

THE MARINE OFFICER SELECTION TEAM WILL BE Il\
THE STUDENT CENTER FROM 10M am TO 2.D0 pm ON
16-17 of NOVEMBER.
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editorial

A time to remember
Looking back is never easy.
Taking time out to recall a period in America’s history, not
so long ago, where each day that passed might have meant the
loss of a loved one or a life ruled by haunting memories. A time
when those who experienced loss knew only too well the grave
injustices of war. It is those of us who are fortunate enough not
to live in a time of turmoil and sadness that must remember.
We must learn what we can and teach others. For it is those
with knowledge who have the power. The power to prevent such
tragedies from ever reoccurring again. To forget would be to leave
gaps and open ends. Eventually these gaps would become filled
with suspicion, greed, violence and eventually war.
In honor of Veteran’s Day, Nov. 11, 1987, The Montclarion
would like to remember.
The following excerpt was written by a former Montclarion
editor, recalling his visit to the Vietnam Veteran’s Memorial at
The Mall in Washington D.C.
A walkway leads to the names of the missing and dead which are
etched into the huge black marble wall. Sightseers are instantly changed
into entranced witnesses upon entering. Their words were taken away
from them and replaced with sighs. Cameras were put back into their
cases. The Vietnam Memorial, my cohorts and I soon realized, is not
a site but a hallowed ground.
Veterans, mothers, fathers, brothers and sisters stood in front of the
wall, visiting their buddies, sons and brothers. Some cried, others stared.
No one laughed. The reverent behavior that takes place automatically
simply defies description. It is compelling.
The voyage begins when you come upon the awesome sight of name
upon name of lost soldiers on the heavy, black marble wall. Suddenly,
Vietnam becomes a reality.
The experience ends when you come upon the two veterans playing
guitars a the foot of the Lincoln Memorial, singing, “We’re not just
gonna forget it happened this time.”
You leave when the chills running down your spine disappear and
are replaced by a chill covering your entire body.
You now realize that the few sentences the history books do grant
to the Vietnam conflict are far too few and incomplete. You suddenly
realize that 58,0000 American lives were lost for reasons we aren’t even
too sure of today. You now feel the injustice to the American soldiers
who fought for a war they did not create, but fought bravely for. They
are never credited for courage and bravery in glorious victories or hardfought defeats.
The saddest and most devastating part of the memorial: the letter
lying at the foor of one marble slab from one veteran to his friend.
“You’ll always be my blood brother,” it says, as the letter recalls the
day 19 years ago when his friend threw his body onto a grenade to
save his friend’s life. “I tell my wife and daughter about you all the
time,” the letter reads. “They say they wish they knew you.”
The most uplifting part of the memorial: the one young man who
walked up to a veteran, shook his hand, and said, “I didn’t know what
to expect when 1 came here. 1 didn't know anything about Vietnam.
Now 1 know and I want to thank you for going there and fighting.
You deserve a lot of credit. Thank you.” The veteran smiled and saw
that the other man now shared in some of his experience. “Thank you
was all he said—and all he had to say. They were now brothers.
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It’s not morning, Am erica— W ake up!
Seven years after Ronald Reagan’s “It’s
morning in America,” it is twilight time, and Ron
is losing his way in the dark. The magic has worn
off, and though America is beginning to take
notice, Ron himself hasn’t noticed.
In August, after Congress completed hearings
on the Iran-Contra weapons/cash trade, he
announced that it was time to get back to work.
There were more important things raking his
administration over the coals for possibly
violating the law. The first thing he did was go
to his ranch for vacation.
Of course, the Iran-Contra affair was only a
small part of a masterful foreign policy program
which has continually come under attack from
members of the administration who were at odds.
People may remember the first Middle East plan
Ron had. The secretaries of defense and state
opposed it; the Joint Chiefs of Staff said the
location was indefensible. So Ron put approx
imately two hundred seventy marines in Lebanon,
anyway. So the marines were all killed.
The more recent decision to protect Kuwaiti
oil tankers in the Persian Gulf is another amazing
program. American ships are subject to attack
in international waters that have also been mined,
and those same ships are instructed to fire back.
American servicemen are receiving combat pay
for their tours of duty in the area. According
to Ron, they are not engaged in or in danger
of encountering “imminent hostilities,” however,
so the War Powers Resolution is not applicable.
More American servicemen have died during the
Reagan years than during Carter and Ford
combined. And the United States wasn’t at war.
The Department of Defense has yet to
determine the cost of the Persian Gulf activities,
which is running into the millions each day. After
campaigning on an anti-big government theme
in 1980, Ron has increased the size and cost of
the federal government. Additionally, he loudly
complained about the budget deficits that the
Democrats created while in control.
He came into office and proceeded to double
in seven years the deficit that had been created
over the country’s two hundred previous years.
Then he continued to complain that the
Democrats never had a balanced budget, though
he has yet to propose one to Congress. Now he
takes credit for reducing the projected 1988
budget deficit, which is still higher than any deficit
by any previous Congress or President.

The programs which are getting most of the
budgeted money aren’t necessarily the ones the
President implies are most important. Everyone
knows about Nancy Reagan’s “Just say No"
campaign against drugs. William Bennett,
secretary of education, is a leading proponent
of the anti-drug campaign, urging college
presidents to eradicate the problem on their
campuses. Ron, in an effort to support the
crusade has repeatedly called for better enforce
ment of the laws and stronger education to the
dangers. A week after holding a press conference
encouraging greater vigilance, he submitted a
budget to Congress which cut the budget for the
Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA). The DEA
already suffers from a pitifully small budget. Its
annual allocation is the same amount that some
South American drug lords earn in a month.
The legal activities of the Reagan administra
tion, and of many current and former members,
have been less than exemplary. The Iran-Contra
affair excluded. More Reagan aides have been
investigated or indicted than from any other
administration. Insider trading, contempt of
court, illegal lobbying, and illegal business
practices are among the charges. Edwin Meese,
the Attorney General and head of the Justice
Department, has been investigated more than
once, most recently testifying over his association
with the Wedtech firm.
The advice Reagan receives from the Justice
Department these days isn’t too good either. After
he tried to “Bork” America’s civil liberties with
Judge Robert Bork, Reagan selected Judge
Douglas Ginsburg. Although both less expe
rienced and less intelligent than Bork, Ginsburg
was portrayed as a “law and order” judge.
Unfortunately, he failed the “law and order”
test when he revealed that as a law professor
in 1979 he had smoked marijuana. Reagan,
Bennett, and others tried to pass it off as an error
of youth, but Ginsburg was unwilling to face the
continued public scrutiny and withdrew his name.
So far Reagan has two strikes against him in
trying to complete the nine person roster of the
Court. It’s odd that his nominees come from the
University of Chicago School of Law, because
Wrigley Field has no lights and Ron is playing
in the dark. The real question, though, is will
Kennedy vote for Kennedy?
Oren L. Zeve is an M SC alumnus and a freelance
columnist.
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letters
Flag football team protests Class One’s decision

S IL C running from its responsibility?
To the editor:
Picture this- a football team
has a third down on their own
one yard line with 2-1/2 minutes
left in the game and down 13
points. Also there is running
time until the final two minutes.
W hat do you think will
occur? Well, if you are the 1970
Dallas Cowboys with Roger
“the Dodger” Staubach at quar
terback, possibly a sensational
comeback will ensue. Other
wise, frustation will surface,
especially with the winning team
already celebrating. Such was
the case at Sprauge Fieldon
Nov. 2, during a flag football
game between the Clam Diggers
and the Clove Crew teams.
Naturally, under such frus
trated stress there is a search for
release. What other way to
release frustration when one
can’t win, than through physical

‘Little
To the editor:
Quite often, when a major
event takes place, all the credit
and congratulations is showered
upon the person in charge, and
the “little people” who were
instrumental in the planning
and execution are forgotten. I
would not like this to happen.
I was the chairperson of the
1987 Health Fair held on Nov.
4 in the Student Center Ball
rooms. All reports that I have
recieved indicate that the event
was phenomenal success. How
ever, I cannot accept all the

aggression? Physical aggression
that led to a wild push and shove
match that resulted in two fist
fights.
A major reason for this brawl
was the fact that the “semi
contact” sport of flag football
became quite rough. This
roughness was partly a result of
loose officiating. Officiating so
lax that when a player was
ejected from the game for his
second personal foul, the refe
rees could not control him. The
player did not comply with
Student Intramural Leisure
Council (SILC) rules. Instead,
the captain of the Clam Diggers
repeatedly went after a player
on the Clove Crew. A major
confrontation ensued and the
game was called. All of this was
caused by a player who was no
longer officially in the game.
After the game, the Clove

Crew was informed they would
be playing in the championship
game the following day. Com
plications arose. Some repre
sentatives from the Clove Crew
met with the SILC to discuss
the altercation.
Without taking into consid
eration what the Clove crew had
to say in their behalf, the SILC
made a ruling on the fate of the
Clove Crew. There would be no
championship game because
both teams involved in the
calamity were disqualified. Be
cause a player who was asked
to leave the field did not.
Because of his initiation of a
fight everybody is penalized.
There were three other options
that the SILC brought out and
then discarded: 1. Disqualify
one team; 2. Disqualify the
players who fought; 3. Take no
action.

In order to dispose of the total
situation in the easiest manner,
SILC decided to fold the lea
gue for the season, cancel the
championship game, and penal
ize everyone. They quit.
Instead of trying to rectify the
problem SILC ran from the
situation. Instead of making the
fairest ruling, SILC made a
ruling that would make them
look the best they could with
all events taken into account.
They are scared to have a
championship game for fear of a
recurrence. Is this the way we
are taught to take care of
situations at MSC? Or are we
given incentive to correct in
adequacies of something in
order to make it better?
The Clove Crew would like
to voice some problems they
have with SILC. SILC made an
arbitrary decision without hav

ing the decency to take Clove
Crew’s arguments and points
into consideration. This process
was undemocratic and unfair.
Secondly, the decision seems
to represent the best way to hide
a problem rather than facing
and correcting it. Lastly, the
decision nullifies all the time
and energy each division cham
pion sacrificed to get to the
finals.
The members of the Clove
Crew ask if this is dignified and
proper action for an organiza
tion of the SGA to take. As a
Class One organization one
would assume that the SILC
could fulfill the schedule they
proposed at the beginning of the
season, especially since they are
spending all the students
money.
Clove Crew

people9
cited for outstanding wo
congratulations, because I did
not labor alone. With my sin
cere appreciation, I would like
to recognize everyone who did
the real work:
The ladies in the Upward
Bound Office, who typed all the
letters, completed massive mail
ing, and ran endless errands;
The maintenance staff in the
Student Center, who set up the
ballrooms and put up with
endless calls for more tablesand found them; Pat Neider,
who took care of all publicity;
Marsha Young who took care

of all Student Center reserva
tions; John O’Brian who coor
dinated all the AV equipment;
and the SGA, without whom we
wouldn’t be here and all the
volunteers whç donated their
time and energy.
Special credit and many,
many thanks should be sho
wered upon Dean Michelli, who
provided much needed financial
support; Wood Food Services,
who donated refreshments; Dr.
Hoitsma, for supporting the
Health Professionals Associa
tion; Dr. Redd, for consenting

to be Faculty Advisor; and of
course all participating organ
izations and professionals, and
everyone who attended.
Arranging the entire Health
Fair was a very stressful time
for me, and I must also extend
my apoligies to anyone and
everyone who put up with me
during that time, including the
staff of WMSC; Father Art
Humphrey; the Drop-in Center;
and certain significant others in
my life. I would like everyone
to know that their support and
patience was appreciated more

then they could ever know.
In closing, I hope that all
praise, good wishes, and con
gratulations be showered upon
everyone mentioned (and
anyone I may have forgotten)
because they truly were the
backbone of the Health Fair. To
all who offered congratulations,
and to all who attended, thank
you.
And to next year’s chairper
son: You have my best wishes
and condolences.
Michelle M. Samarya
seniorI health professions

Get Involved
The Montclarion L etters Policy
The M ontclarion offers the unique opportunity
for all MSC students to have a voice on campus.
W e en co u rag e all S tudents to express th e ir
viewpoints in the Letters page.

If you gain satisfaction
from reaching out and
helping others, Northeast
ern University has a special
place for you. At BostonBouvé College of Human
Development Professions
you can learn to assist
others realize their full
potential.
Most of our programs are
offered on a part-time and
full-time basis and combine
classroom theory with
practical, hands-on
experience.
Call (617) 437-2708 or write
to us at 106 Dockser Hall,

Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115.
Master o f Education
Programs

• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of
Reading
• Curriculum and
Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
Administration
• Special Education
Master o f Science
Programs

• Counseling Psychology

A ll letters must be:
♦typewritten a n d double spaced
♦addressed to the editor
♦subm itted by 4 P M o n th e M onday before
the Thursday issue
♦include student ID num ber, year, major,
and telephone num ber fo r confirm ation.

Athletic Training
Biomechanics
Clinical Exercise Physiology
• Physical Education
• Recreation, Sport &
Fitness Management
• Rehabilitation Counseling
• Speech-Language
Pathology & Audiology
Nondegree Certification
Programs

• Counseling
• Elementary & Secondary
School Tteacher Preparation
• Special Education

Boston-Bouvé
College

Letters m ust be signed, b u t names will be
w ithheld upon request.
These guidelines m ust be met o r th e letter will
not be printed.

Northeastern
University
A n e q u a l o p p o r t u n i ty /a ff ir m a tiv e
a c t io n u n iv e rsity .

The Montclarion reserves the right to edit
letters Cor style and brevity.
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Bronson breathes new
life into Death Wish 4
By Tom Boud
Staff Writer
Given today’s epidemic co
caine problem, it is no wonder
that many people want to see
something done about this
menate. Cannon Films Inc.
seems to be spearheading the
anti-drug campaign. They just
released Death Wish 4: The
Crackdown, a rather ferocious
flick about a guy who has seen
one too many adolescents keel
over on nose candy.
Charles Bronson stars as Paul
Kersey, a not so mild-mannered
Los Angeles architect leads a
peaceful life until his daughter
overdoses on crack. He makes
every pusher from street-level to
internationally known suffer for
this tragedy.
George Dickerson enters the
scene as Detective Reiner, a cop
with a keen hatred of vigilantes.
Reiner tries everything to stop
Kersey but finds it impossible.
Maybe it’s because Kersey is
receiving military aide from an
obscure but wealthy business
man.
The notable aspect of Bron
son’s acting is his use of
m onotone. He either talks
tough or doesn’t talk at all. He
handles himself well as a fedup vigilante but the role is
hardly challenging.
Gunshots far outnum ber
spoken words. We don’t get to
explore the world of Kersey.
Instead, we get to explore the
wide world of weaponry. Sleeklooking guns are nice but char
acter revealing conversation is
better.

Dickerson gives us a realistic
view of a lawman afraid of the
wrath of a vigilante. He is a
colorful character. We see all
the emotions of a pressured
policman burst out of him. His
part is not as dominant as
Bronson’s, but more convinc
ing.
The greatest thing about this
picture is that it shows us what
we love to see. The bad guys
get trashed and massacred
without even knowing what hit
them.
The fact that this entire film
is a far-fetched fantasy is effec
tively counterbalanced by the
joy of seeing criminals drop like
flies. It’s not just the bulletpacked bedlam that gets you
going. It’s finding that crime
doesn't pay even if the prosec
utor, jury and judge are all one
person.
There are glaringly stupid
stunts that make you wonder
how many times Bronson can
be lucky. In one scene, Kersey
riddles a drug lab with fire until
his MAC-10 is empty. He then
pistol-whips his, way through an
angry mob of cocaine users with
the utmost ease.
In another frame, Kersey sails
through a crowded roller rink
and wastes five or six goons with
an M-16 equipped with a gre
nade launcher without hitting
innocent by-standers. The com
bat element would have been
better if director J. Lee Thomp
son omitted a few scenes here
and there.

Reck-it-RoCCC M
RadquafatKFufcft
Everytime you go away, you take a piece of me...Seems no
one wants stay too long at the number one spot on the charts.
Three weeks ago, it was Micheál Jackson’s Bad. Last week,
Bruce bumped the soft-voiced simp. This week, the Dirty
Dancing soundtrack disposed of the Asbury Park rocker. What
does this suggest? Stay tuned...Buster Poindexter, the alter ego
of former New York Doll David Johansen, has released his
first album, Buster Poindexter. Clever and original title, no?
Seriously, judging from his act at the Bottom Line or on
“Saturday Night Live,” this is a must-buy. First single is called
“Hot, Hot, Hot”...Aerosmith rocks the area this weekend...Sting
kicks off his tour with a pair of dates at the Ritz next
week...Anyone who missed out on Rolling Stone magazines
20th anniversary issue should be lashed with a wet noodle.^
Classic!...John “I ’ve dropped the Cougar completely
Mellencamp drops by at the end of this month for single dates
at the Nassau Coliseum, MSG and the Arena. Nov. 26, 29
and 30, respectively...Rush tickets went on sale for Dec.
dates...Bassist Billy Sheehan has left David Lee Roths band.
Roth new release is set for New Year’s Day...Last week s trivia
answer: The first album to sell one million copies on the tirst
day of release was Elton John’s Captain Fantastic and the Brown
Dirt Cowboy. Dis Veek: Where was Peter Framptons first
solo album recorded?...Dot’s all...

However, Thompson suc
ceeds in making Death Wish 4
flow. He sees to it that you don’t
doze off. He makes sure that the
bad guys get their share of
scenes and Bronson doesn’t gain
total control of the camera. It
would have been so easy to see
Bronson ninety percent of the
time and the crooks only ten
percent of the time.
Furthermore, Thompson was
wise enough to go along with
a contemporary theme. Instead
of the common street mugger,
the more recent threat of the
coke trafficker is brought into
focus. This theme helps the old
notion of man taking the law
into his own hands a bit more
interesting.
Death Wish 4 was not bad
for a fourth time-around flick.
I originally expected to see a
routine action film and found
an action film with a different
taste. No one can deny that
Bronson’s movies are all on the
subject of tit for tat yet this time
we see an anti-drug message
being broadcast. This is good.
As for Bronson himself, he
needs to display .more depth and
diversity in nis acting if future
“Death Wish” movies are to
make the grade and there exists
a need to clamp down on silly
stunts that only divine interven
tion could make possible. Ne
vertheless, Death Wish 4 is fine
for anyone who adores action
or crimefighting. I give it three
stars.

Pakm an performs
Pianist Mark Pakman and
winners of the MSC Music
Scholarship Competition will
be featured in a concert with the
MSC Chamber Concert Series.
The performance will take place
at 7 p.m. on Sunday, Nov. 15,
in the McEachern Recital Hall.
Admission is $5 standard,
and $3 for students and senior
citizen tickets. For more infor
mation call 893-5112.

Dance culture at M SC
By Kristine Roome
Correspondent

ation and love of Hungarian
folk culture.

The Hungaria Folk Dance
Ensemble performed last Satur
day night in the Memorial
Auditorium. This is not the first
time the group performed here,
and from the turnout, not the
last. There was a large audience,
with the majority of the people
being of Hungarian descent.
Those who witnessed this type
of dance and culture for the first
time and were not disappointed.
Hungaria is one of the oldest
performing groups in the U.S.
Formed in 1962, it is currently
celebrating its 25th anniversary.
The group has performed
throughout the U.S., Hungary
and Canada, including the July
4th celebration at the Statue of
Liberty.
The ensemble members and
their families are dedicated to
the group. Through practicing
folk dance they have gained a
greater understanding, appreci

When the music began, the
girls, dressed in beautifully
colored peasant costumes, filed
out slowly. Following them, the
men, predominately in black
with white shirts, proceeded
across the stage. As the music
iickened, so did the pace of
e dance until it Anally became
a whirlwind. It was a well
choreographed and synchron
ized frenzy of music, with feet
stamping anU skirts swirling
through the air.

S

The dances required many
hours of practice and hard
wbrk. Each one is a workout
and the dancers still smile and
appear to be enjoying them
selves.
The entire performance was
in Magyar, except a brief intro
duction by the group leader.
. They were a lot of fun for the
dancers as well as the audience.

G o ld b e r g is g re a t
By Jennifer G. Stelevich
Arts Editor________________
Whoopi Goldberg of Burglar
and Jumpin ’ Jack Flash is the
comic star of Fatal Beauty.
Goldberg plays Rizzoli, a
street-wise narcotics detective
who babbles jive phrases and
makes crude remarks. She is a
tough, single-minded fighter.
She performs well and keeps the
movie moving at a fast pace.
Her lines were delivered like
those in her stage shows-quickly
and hysterically.
Sam Elliot plays high-paid
security guard Mike Marshack.
M arshack is a greying
Marlboro-man-type. His boss
assigns him to follow Rizzoli.
To add a twist, Marshack’s boss
is Rizzolis’s key suspect in a
drug case. Although Marshack
is forced to rescue her several
times, Rizzoli fights to go solo.
As a team, Goldberg and
Elliot are witty. Their appear
ances and attitudes complement
each other and generate laughs.

Goldberg is a master of dis
guises just as in Burglar. Her
blond wig and gaudy dresses
create masquerades of fun and
, lead to adventure. Goldberg’s
ability to transform into new
roles is fantastic.
The sequence of events in a
crime story is generally stand
ard: a problem is presented,
several scenes are spent solving
it, then the solution is reached.
Unlike most detective movies,
Fatal Beauty has a different
twist. Rizzoli names the leader
of a drug ring as the guilty party.
Throughout the film the au
dience waits for her to prove he’s
guilty.
Director Tom Holland stages
several good scenes for Rizzoli’s
search for clues. A sleazy drug
alley filled with junkies is creat
ed, the area guarded by armed
dealers on roof tops. Despite
Rizzoli’s toughness, it is hard to
accept that she enters this
dangerous zone by herself.
Several more times Rizzoli

plays the heroine. Holland
stretches the realism of the plot,
however. In one scene Rizzoli
appears indestructable. After a
fully-stocked shelf is pushed on
top of her, she slides out without
a scratch.
Some scenes offer more than
others though. Rizzoli shares a
tender moment with Marshack
in which both present fine acting
skills.
The movie had comedy,
warmth and action, a lot of
action. The final scene was the
most suspenseful. The scene
with good guys and bad guys
shooting at each other in a
crowded shopping mall is di
rected wonderfully. It is a
fantastic end to a good movie.
With a good plot and Gold
berg’s sling shot one liners, this
movie is a success. Its ability to
present a serious issue with
concern and warmth is an
important element overlooked
in many of today’s films. Fatal
Beauty gets three and one
quarter stars.
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S om ething D ifferent
By Ray Ecke
Staff Writer_______________
Let’s try to describe Some
thing Different comedy club.
It’s been called a “revolutionary
new wave variety of comedy,”
and “stand up comedy’s answer
to The Rocky Horror Picture
Show." My personal favorite is
the “ rock n roll kamikaze
format.” Regardless of which of
these quotes impresses you,
Something Different is a unique
comedy experiecnce not to be
missed.
Mickey Loesch (alias Mickey
who?) started Something Dif
ferent three years ago. Since
then he has seen the success of
the little luncheonette/comedy
club grow to great heights.
What makes his show so
unique is the way the audience
gets involved.
“It’s like five shows in one
that heavily involve audience
participation, the show itself is
a comedic three-ring circus,”
says Loesch.

S h o rt C u t
The Dream AcademyRemembrance Days (Reprise)
There’s not too much good
folk-oriented pop music float
ing around these days. But then
again, who cares, right? Folk is
passe, right? Like disco?
Well, yes and no. Maybe folk
music a la Peter, Paul and Mary
is in hibernation, but there is
something to be said for a band
like The Dream Academy. Re
membrance Days, this trio’s
second album, has quite a lot
to offer.
The music has its roots in
folk, but the sound is more three
dimensional. Full orchestra
tions highlight the romanticism
that oozes out of the voice of
Nick Laird-Clowes, who also
serves up melodic acoustic
guitar work.
Gilbert Gabriel is more than
just a filler on keyboards, as his
touches are airy and delightful.
Kate St. John rounds out the
trio on woodwinds, and she is
nothin less than magnificent.
Put it this way, it’s rare you’ll
find the oboe put to such good
use on any other pop album.
The lyrical excellence of this
LP overshadows the music,
though. Laird-Clowes paints
full-color pastoral love songs
throughout. He makes Remem
brance Days into a sincere diary
of life.
Hugh Padgham and Lindsay
Buckingham co-produced this
album with Clowes. However,
their perfect mixes make it
somewhat less enticing than
band’s more naturalistic, flaw
less debut LP. Still, Remem
brance Days is an album deserv
ing a listen.
-Roy Nelson

On stage is a trampoline that
the audience members are invit
ed to use while the band plays
“Jump.” They also do a take
off on a circus act called “The
Amazing Handenies.” The bit
involves the comedians as well
as some selected audience
members. It’s so silly and chil
dish that you can’t help but
laugh.
It is Mickey’s child-like qual
ity that keeps his cult audience
coming back week after week.
When he speaks of being first
on his block to have a Partrgidge Family lunch box or a
pair of Dr. Denton pajamas (the
kind with the built-in feet) his
youthful features come to life.
“My name is Mickey Loesch.
I’m from Normal, Illinois. You
can say I’m currently leading an
ab-normal lifestyle.”
This is how Loesch begins his
show each week. His irreverent
humor is indeed reminiscent of
The Rocky Horror Picture
Show. The audience knows

what Mickey is going to say
before he says it. They’re invol
vement is not just welcome, it’s
a necessity.
For example, Mickey’s favor
ite utterance and trademark
“Aaaahhhh” is always shouted
by the audience after he says
“one two three.” Also, whenever
a comedian mentions a place,
they respond by shouting
“Boom!”
Mickey is not the only comic
at Something Different. The
club features a micrOphoned
staff of improvisational per
formers, stand-up regulars, a
musical staff, and their weekly
auditioners, who are always
welcome.
Some of the comics at the
club are: Adam Spiegleman,
Mike O’Carroll, magician
Bobby Gallo, Dan “the man”
Price and Steve Max.
Dan Price and Steve Max
have also performed at places
like “Rascals” and at resorts in
the Catskill Mountains.

WMSC Top Ten
1. 1000 Years of Trouble...................
2. Good Golly Ask Ollie.....................
3. MCA Master Series........................
4. Romeo at Julliard..........................
5. Music for the M asses.....................
6. Wuivend Riet................................... Johannes Schmoelling
7. Give It What U G o t........................
8. It’s Alright........................................
9. Retaliation......................................
10. Strangeways, Here We Come . . . .

h appen in gs
Orchestra performs
On Sun. Nov. 15, the Scholarship Concert Chamber Series,
featuring the MSC Chamber Orchestra, will perform at 7 p.m.
in the McEachern Recital Hall.
Admission is $5 standard and $3 for students and senior
citizens. For more information call, 893-5112.
Painter displays work
On Thurs. Nov. 12 at 3 p.m. in Calcia Auditorium, Luis
Cruz Azaceta, painter, will show slides and discuss his work.
Choir performs
On Fri. Nov 13, the MSC Choir, featuring Jack Sacher
conducting, will perform at 8 p.m. in the Union Congregational
Church in Upper Montclair.
Admission is free.
Piano Recital
On Tues. Nov 17, Barbara Holmquest will perform a piano
recital. It will be held at 8 p.m. in the McEachern Recital
Hall.
Admission is free.
DanceCompass performs
On Fri, Nov 13, at 8 p.m. in the Memorial Auditorium,
the Governnor’s Challenge Grant presents DanceCompass.
Admission is $12 standard, $10 Senior Citizens, and $6
Students. For more information call 893-5112.__________
ji

Something Different is now
in its third season and Loesch
has some big plans for it.

a beneficial way of spreading the
word “Aaaaahhhh.”

“I would like to see the series
run for one more year before
going on tour. The show is made
for the road and is perfect for
college audiences,” he added.

Performances are every Sat
urday night at 10 p.m. The
show’s nominal charge of $4
and B.Y.O.B. policy provides
and excellent and inexpensive
night out.

Judging from the response
thus far, this may prove to be

Something Different is locat
ed at 12 Church St. (off of
Bloomfield Ave.) in Montclair.

A t the movies

Long says H ello A gain
By Jill Ficarra
Staff Writer
Hello Again ¡the new release
from Touchstone Pictures in
association with Silver Screen
Partners III is fun and enter
taining. The plot is unusual and
the characters are diverse. It
tends to drag but all in all it
is an enjoyable movie.
Shelly Long (Cheers) plays
Lucy Chadman, a clumsy inse
cure housewife. Her husband
Jason, Corbin Bernsen (L.A.
Law), is trying to enter the
sophisticated and fast paced
world of the rich. Lucy just does
not fit the bill. She is thrown
into situations she attends a
society party and manages to
embarrass herself and her hus
band with her clumsy and
“uncoutR” behavior. Lucy is
proof of Murphy’s Law “ever
ything that can go wrong will.”
Lucy’s sister, Zelda, (Judith
Ivey) is an eccentric character,
who owns an occult bookstore.
She is always looking for
answers to strange happenings
and constantly tries to solve
Lucy’s problems.
After the incident at the party
Lucy visits her sister who tells
her she has a purple aura. Zelda
attempts to find the meaning in
this. As she rummages through
a large book collection, Lucy
eats some of a Korean chicken
ball that her sister has made and
chokes on it. She is taken to the
hospital and as the doctor
(Gabriel Bryne), is trying to save
her, she dies.

Zelda recieves a book from
a witch that tells of a way to
revive the dead. She starts to
raise Lucy from the dead, and
faints when the spell starts
working. She performs the spell
again and this time it works.
Lucy has no memory of her
death and no idea that an entire
year has passed. When she
searches for her husband she
finds him married to her best
friend, Kim (Sela Ward). She
also finds her son married, her
house sold, and her doctor cuter
than ever.
Along with her new life comes
a new identity. It is a growing
experience, and she starts to
“find herself.”
Long’s portrayal of Lucy is
convincing. She plays the clutz
to the hilt, although the progres
sion to maturity could have
been a little clearer. Her char
acter is funny and refreshing.
Corbin Bernsen as the selfcentered husband, isn’t dissappointing. He is a very flat
charater, and that is exactly
what the role calls for.
Bryne as Lucy’s love interest
is gorgeous. He portrays the
typical non-committent boy
friend.
Zelda, played by Judith Ivey,
is involved in the funniest parts
of the film. Always unusual,
usually strange, arid strangely
endearing Ivey, plays her to the
hilt.
Hello Again is light and fun,
a welcome change from the
recent barrage of serious and
strange films that viewers had
to sit tensely through. I give L
three stars.
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—Frank- I just wanted you to
—Russ- This is just to let you
know that you mean the world
know I’m thinking about ya!
to me. I love you more than life
You’re a sweetie! Love, Chris.
—Ellen- After a moments hesand I wish I could have you all
—Frank- Happy 2 years! Car
itance (or maybe a little longer)
the time. I’m thinking about you
vel! I love you! Carolyn.
- Yes, 111 go to Boston. You
and missing you so much. I love
—Michael- Thanks for giving
can’t even begin to fathom how
you. I need you. I want you.
me your spot in the lot. You’re
much fun we are going to have.
ME.
such a gentleman. Friend # 2.
Your other roommate.
—302 B- “Devil”- I saw you act
—Bernie- No collect calls this
—Kim- Up for another Giant
Wed. night and all I can say is
weekend, OK? I can’t afford it.
Macy’s Sale? Let us know!! Call
I hope to be raisin’hell with you
Hey, didn’t I tell you I would
us. Love, Siobhan & Kerry.
soon. I want to feel the heat.
score on Sunday or what...not
—To all you unfortunate souls
Interested.
bad huh baby?? See-ya, J.R.
who can’t make it to Boston—15- You can take that Ouija
—Hey Hotstuff on the eighth
You don’t know what you’re
and — ??? The Spirit.
floor from C.H., We think
missing!
—Renee- I have your garment.
you’re gorgeous, but tell us
—Bud & Barbie- Thanks for
If you want it back, call T.E.
you’re not stuck up. How does
making
my
celebration
—Odie- I was only kidding C 4 on 1 sound?
complete- I had a great time
about the cheesy balls!!
—To the gamma class of Phi
because 1was with great friends.
—To the gorgeous AIX sister
Chi Omega. Congratulations
1 love yas! The Gossiper.
with the gray dress who was at
girls. We did it! Love, Chris.
—Michelle- No, I think I’ll pass
her Clove Road interrogation
—Barb and Kev- Happy one
on that offer; however, I will
on Saturday. I love you. Please
year anniversary. “May the
take you up on a night of fun
respond. The Candy Man.
force be with you.” From Lisa’s
with our favorite furry friend.
—Daisy- Linus was late, teacher
“Love Slave.”
How about it? Trisha.
absent. Lesson was missed,
—Hey George- How’d you like
—Debela- Hang tough chickopportunities are losses to
the card?? Write back! Love,
you’re the greatest friend. I hope
unconcerned. Get notes next
You know who.
you know you can always count
communication class, Nov. 16,
—To John-1 see you when you
on me when you need a pal.
noon, S. Center Cafe. Book
go into Physics class. You know
Don’t forget dinner at Nauna’s store Browser.
we’ve met. Interested.
next Monday! Love, another
—To all of the ignorant men
—SILK- Whatever you need,
“ela.”
in the world- If you only knew
just ask. Everything will be O. K.
—Jodi- I can’t believe you got
how much one rose or a card
Your best friend. JAPA.
a baby of your own. Don’t
would mean.
—Grace- Where’d that come
forget your big flow that you
—Dave- “ The Bartehder”Lippy!! Love, Karen.
have a little. You have to come
Here’s the personal you’ve been
“Decandent” cook at
to lunch with me and Bobbie
waiting for. Now at least you
:- One last toast, to a most
when we split f | i money. Love,
can leave MSC knowing that
intic evening. Let’s not
your big, Lisa. '
someone sent you a personal.
another 2 years to pass
—To “My Tom**- Boston will
So does it live up to your
re we dance like that again.
be the time to remetulttr. You
expectations? Dawn.
Sue and David- Thanks
are sweeter than honey. Don’t
—Mary Callback- You be suzy,
foNsuch a special birthday
worry about the white* ball,
111 be Bill. Get together? I think
dinner. It was terrific and the
there will be numerous others.
we will. Baltimore is a part of
two of you are the greatest!
I love you. Your lonely Valen our nation. Tuesday evenings at
Lotsa luv, Donna.
tine.
the radio station. Paul Cal
—Terri and Kathy- You two are
—Dear Dave, Laura & Mark,
lback.
my favorites. The trio does
Carolyn & Tommy, Michele &
—Hey Spawn, Slug, Toad,
NYC soon, won’t they be
Paul, Sharon & Eugene, and
Bimbo, and Hornbag- Congrats
jealous, we’re going to have a
Patti & Tony, Here’s to tonight!
on becoming sisters!! Love,
blast. Kath, keep calling on that
Let’s have a blast!! Love, Lisa.
Your New Delta Theta Psi
triple line. Love, your third
—Barbara- Welcome to my
Sisters.
amiga.
tree, I’m so glad you stuck with
—A.- Last weekend I lost all of
—To Kathy (Molly)- Thanks
it. You’re a great addition. Why
my trust in you, this weekend
for being there for me. I really
don’t we just pool the money
I lost all respect. There’s nothing
appreciate it! You’re the best.
and do lunch? Love, your big,
left. J.
I’m glad our friendship has
big, sister Lisa.
—Ferroz- Would you go out
grown. Love ya, Mary.
—FuFu- Spring Week ‘88, you
with me? Seriously! A sister of
—Michael- Happy 3 month
can do it?! Love, Rose.
Phi Chi Omega.
anniversary. Can’t wait to cele
—Hear my plea, help end my
—Droopy- Thanks for always
brate. Love you forever and
celibacy. Discover “nice guy.” being there for me. We’ve been
then some. Love you, Me!
Respond to call to action here
through so pouch. Not only are
—Michael- Champagne & Bub
in personals. Victorian,
we best friends, but we are best
bles to celebrate. Love, T.
—Dina- If we find it, how w81 lovers too. Don’t forget all the
—Paul- Did we really watch Pee
we know? A midnight ride to
good times. When you’re down,
Wee Herman? L.T.
see what’s inside, take you to
think about the red towel. I love
—To 5A04 residents- We don’t
the princess bride. Pirate Ro you. The killer.
know who we want more!
berts.
—TKE- It’s an attitude!
Desperately seeking you.
—To my Big, Kar- You’re the
—To the pledges of Ungawa—LeeAnn & Melissa- We love
best big a little could have. I
Welcome, where’s the person
you both- please give us a
love you. Your little, Sheils.
als? XOXO Your prez.
chance! You know who!
—Elaine-RA Webster- we are
ROSS UNIVERSITY
going to sick “E.P.” on you- stay
Guaranteed student loans for both schools
out of the card aisle and watch
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
your ass!! M & L.
American Medical School Curriculum.
—Pat H.- Happy 21st birthday.
High pass rate on E C F M G . Guaranteed clinical rotations.
Now you don’t have to be brave
U .S . Medical Schools are accepting Ross students with advanced
when you show your ID. Love,
standing. Listed In W H O .
Barb.
SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEblCINE
—To Steve, who wears a cladAmerican Veterinary School curriculum.
dagh, are you available? - an
Listed In A V M A Directory. Only foreign vet school doing clinical
rotations In U S A . Vet school accepting students with advance
interested but shy girl in your
standing.
11:00 class.
* N o w accepting applications for both schools for Spring, Fall and Winter
—Lady Di- There is a reason
semesters.
why the door is locked. We hear
you coming and we run. Love,
Inform ation: International Educational Admissions, Inc.,
the enemy.
460 West 34th St. N ew York, N Y 10001, (212) 279-5500

Personals

—Neppi & Crabby Aquatic
—Mary in 3A01- You are one
Club meeting. Sunday Night
of a kind. We wish there were
Attendance Mandatory. Please
more like you. We’re really glad
be prompt. Fishy & Ducky.
we’ve become such good
—Oatmeal- Let’s go to the Rat
friends. Love ya, Kathy and
tonight, but this time don’t get
Carmen.
sick on me again. Love ya, Me.
—To Terry Lewis- The best A M
—I need my dose of Stevens
in Blanton. Sorry about waking
Tech. Soon!! D oesn’t that
you up at 3:00. Thanks for
sound poli-kala? Love, a-de.
keeping our little “friend” a
—L.- “Getting into trouble, I
secret. XOXO, Your Neigh
am
always, heading into trou
bors.
ble, sideways, downways, get
—Sari Bohn (1423)- There are
ting into trouble, now I’m losing
so many great things that can
you.” P.
be said about you, but it would
—L.- Can I “come back in
go ojn forever. Lets just say NL’s
style”? Time will tell. Know that
friend may have a good idea
“I will always love you in my
about the future. -Indecisive.
own crazy way.” P.
—To the party crew on Sat. nite
—Danielle, Ronnie, Rosa, Pa
(4008)- I had a great time. I’m
trice, Paula, Marylou, Debbie,
glad I came back, “The Care
Ginny, and Chris- Congratula
taker of the drunks.” Except for
tions! I know you’ll make great
onb“I never”from the little lush.
sisters. From your former
Thanks for the embarrasment.
pledgemother, Colleen.
- Kathy-How’s Rob? Margett—D- Sorry about that personal.
How’s Mitch? Jason- How’s
I couldn’t do anythng about it.
Christy? Charlie^ fine just in
JS.
case you wanted to know!
—Russ- This past year has been
—Karen- Thanks for coming
the best. Love always, Mindy.
Sunday. You are a sweetheart!
—Russ- Meet me at 3:35 in
Love, Gary.
H
section 335 at Giants Stadium.
—304C- Tom, Chris, Mark,
Guess who.
Pete, Frank, you lose! You’re
—Congratulations to all those
all dirt. From the men in 204
new NASA flight training pro
C.
gram
candidates! I know you’ll
—From a suppressed one-1 had
do those cockroaches proud.
the time of my life and I never
For those who didn’t make it,
felt that way before...
my condolences for the Polar
—Meghan- J ’adore tu! Ste
Bears’ barbecue! Good Luck
phen.
Men! NCF & MRS.
—Jo Anna (608 Bohn)- 1 think
—Neil- Thanks for the birthday
that I’m at the point that our
card! Love, Sharon (Your fa
friendship could lead to some
vorite lab assistant).
thing special. From, Someone
—To A.L.- You’re my destiny.
upstairs (A. K.A. Molly)
Curious? Ask the Ouija! Reply
—To all Phonetics studentssoon- Only 7 months left.
Electric blankets for sale for Dr.
—To the milkdrinker of 1335Leight’s class at a store near
Feel free to call again! From the
you. From, Frostbitten.
former soda drinker of 4 0 1 .
—To Everyone that supported
—Wicked Sin...the sin you love
us last Tues., Scavenger Hunt.
to commit- strictly for pleasure!
We wouldn’t be “Fifty Dollars
—To Hogan- No matter how
Richer” without your assist
much love, hate, and rejection
ance. Muchos Gracias!! From
there is in the world, a person
Markus, Bull,Wally.
should always live to their
—MSC Bowling Team- Get
fullest. Love, Your pal B.
ready for Rhode Island. We will
—If anyone knows the wherea
get our first win! I guarantee it.
bouts of Montana Mike (From
—Colleen- The hockey club
a few years back), please re
wants you as our manager.
spond.
Please contact Glenn (663—Em- Sorry if I seemed
0249).
grouchy the other day. It’s just
—Jennifer- Talked to you in the
that I really could’ve used a
library 11/3/87 about going ice
friendly ear. Let’s talk.
skating. If you want to go, reply.
—To Paula on 14- I think you
HowV your paper going?
are beautiful and I am really
—Guy B- 204C- Fran’s winning
attracted to you. Would like to
2-6, I thought you were a stud
get to know you in the near
but I guess you’re a dud.
future over dinner. Hopefully
—Hockey fans- Get tickets at
see ya soon. Tennesee Jed.
a discount from the hockey
—Max- I’m really glad we met.
club. Two games for less than
What’s next? PI
the price of one. Contact Glenn
—Suz on 14- You’re too hot to
(663-0249).
—Congratulations to the new
touch.
—Tone- In the last six months
members of TKE, Beta ClassMark, Doug, Dan, Bill, Bob,
I’ve grown to love Rodney and
the Purple Phlegm and I’ve
Don. From Your Brother Eu
grown to love you. I’m still
gene.
—Kenny- These past two
working on cheese ravioli. Love,
months have been wonderful. I
Kar.
hope we have many more
—Happy Birthday Trisha!
come together. You’re
;, your Q. buddy.
thing to me. Love, Chris.
__ __ ifeA Cindy- Thought you
—M-1 don’t know w __
appreciate a personal
about being with me. I’m the
time tills semester. Are
one who lowered myself and
you working hard, or hardly
smelled your bad breath. B.
working?? J.L.W.
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—DZ- We all know it was kinky
sex!
—Cherry- Can you believe
only a month? You’re
thing that ever happei
I want all of MSC
I have the one,
this school,
the next,
love yj
—Yol
wish you would make an
to be less prejudice towards
white people. Please consider all
of us as individuals. Yours
Truly, one of your residents.
—To Cazoo- Drink up with me.
The pledge.
—Toby- Thanks for letting me
operate on you Halloween
night. I hope you enjoyed it as
much as I did. You have the
best koolie. The Doc.
—Don’t forget! Vote Yes! Nov.
30th-Dec. 12th.
—Make your day- Vote YES!
—The amendment is coming!
Watch for details.
—Murph-1 can’t wait to spend
forever with you. Love, LC.
—To all legislators- Get ready
cause here we go! Full force!
Think Yes! Vote Yes! Live Yes!
—Let me come and get you now
and we’ll make love on the
beach all night.
—Hector- You know, foi a
young college guy you are pretty
ugly.
—Lori in 303- You’ve got the
dynamic duo of good looks and
intelligence! Will you please,
seriously consider my office
hours? Love, Your secret admir
er.
—To Ralph, Scott, Mike and
Ken- Can’t wait to have a great
time next year. Willis.
—Duplex- the official snack
food of Suzie Q.
—To my Boo Boo- Happy 21st!
Now we don’t have to drink
mom’s beer! Let’s get our own.
From Pidge.
—Raisins- When’s the party?
Bono.
—To the so-called Men of
Senate- Remember the old
saying, “One bad apple doesn’t
spoil the whole bunch.” Think
about it. A Friendly Iotian.
—Winter break weekend ski
trip to Vermont. Great package
for Jan. 8, 9, 10. Call Lenny,
667-8707.
—MSC Home Economics Club
Banana Eating Contest. Wed.,
Nov. 18th., 10:00 to 2:00, Finley
Hall. Win a disc camera.
—Chris- We won’t get into
“Ceremonial Donuts,” the busy
bee, coffee refills, or “ID," but
keep in mind 10/27/87, El
Torito, sleepless nights, the talk
in your car, and “don’t forget!”
Don’t look back, Stephanie.
—Mike from Hotel- I didn't
mean to blow you off. Sorry!
Please call again. M.
—GM- I wuuuuuv you!
—Rob- What happened to thfe
P.S. on the 10/25/87 card? I’m
waiting! Love, Rose.
—Wham- You need some real
lessons on how to deal with 5
women at one time... Try Dear
Abby!!
—Joe-9th floor Bohn Hall- I

you are great. I met you
I needed someone
ope we can get together
watching- more will
guy on the Uth
th brown hair)
ex! More to

■L
class. I
semes...at least! Just |
one
hint. W,r
le
choice, essay, or my favorite,
fill-ins. Amore, your student.
—To Christopher MergnerMarriage 1 year after gradua
tion?!? I can’t wait. XOXO
Mary.
—To All Students- Just say
YES!
—To all Class Ones- Here’s
your chance to increase your
budget. All you have to do is
vote yes!
—Weez- Just shaking me won’t
do it. How can you help me?
I think you know better than
I. I’ll talk soon. Un Amico.
—Ginny- How’s about a nap on
the bathroom floor?!? You’re a
great “SIS.” Let’s party soon!!
Penguins 4-ever. Love ya!
Chris.
—Phill- Can you believe it’s
been six months already? Thank
you for- making my life the
happiest itls ever been. I love
you, Judi.
Kev- Happy one year anni
versary! I love you! Barb.
Waunie- Holly and her suitmates. What a woman. Shelley.
—Kim 823-, Me dijiste que te
escribiera en espagnol. Espero
que to diviertas traduciendo este
mensaje. Como to parecieron
los otros. Nos vemos muchacha
bonita. Atte un nadador (ces).
—To the biker in 2C08- Do I
have to wait for spring to get
another ride? I’m glad we found
more to talk about! Thanks for
making the last two weeks so
special. You’re the greatest!
With love, Stephanie.
Teacher-1 love

to complete

preferred to work with X-mas
evergreens flexible hours, walk
ing distance from college. Bar
tlett greenhouses, 471-6480,
Grove St., Clifton.
—Part-time home mailing pro
gram! Excellent income! For
details send SASE. West Box
5877, Hillside, NJ, 07205.
—Looking for female to share
large room in private home.
Washer/dryer, dishwasher, and
parking available. $250/month
plus utilities. Call 633-7907.
—Automotive Lot Person—
Earn good extra money in your
spare time. Flexible hours to fit
your schedule, several openings
available. Call- Wayne Dodge,
Rt. 23 North, Wayne, 694-1000.
—Automotive ReceptionistEvenings. Earn good extra
money in your spare time.
Flexible hours to fit your sche
dule, several openings available.
Call- Wayne Dodge, Rt. 23
North, Wayne, 694-100.
—Single female, over 21, Friday
the 13th, 7 p.m.-? Attend Aerosmith concert with SWM.
Transportation provided, no
strings, must be single. Serious
inquires leave message 7369096.

For Sale
—10 speed bike, new tires front
and back, new rear brakes, bike
is in good condition, $60 or
below. Call 783-1779 anytime.
—1985 Trans Am. Midnight
blue, grey interior, fully loaded,
T-roof,
A M /FM
stereo
cassette, P/S, P/B, P/W, P/
Locks, Chapman alarm, cruise,
louvers, 20,000 miles. $10,395.
Call 843-7341.

—Colonial Kitchen Set. Four
ladder back chairs and cu
shions. Leaf included. Good
condition. $200. If interested,
call Renee at 893-4202.
—'87 Chevy Coupe. No options
eliminated. Fully powered plus
sun roof, spoilers, air condition
ing, and much more. Life rust
proof and undercoating.
$10,250 (negotiable). Call Neil
385-4772.
—1977 Pontiac Ventura, runs
excellent, $750. Call 890-9576/
746-3767.

Attention_____
—The College Tutorial Center
is holding a free walk-in. A
problem with your Math home' work? A number of profession
als and peer tutors will be on
hand during selected hours to
give academic assistance. Just
drop in and let us know what
kind of help you need.
—Could you use an extra
$ 150.00? Sell me your Saturdays
for the next three weeks as
landscaping assistant. Union
County area. Call 322-7505.
-Interested in film-making?
Come to Career Services, Stu
dent Center Annex, room 104,
to learn about exiting part-time
job with versatile video produc
tion company.
—Learn networking through p/
t jobs. Come to Career Services,
Student Center Annex, room
104, to find out about career
related position with Paralegal
Office.
—Fashion-conscious? Poised?
Attractive? Does this descrip
tion fit you? Come to Career
Services, Student Center

Annex, room 104, to learn
abdut modeling job in Clifton.
—Having Academic Problems?
Voice your opinions apdfill out
an academic survey. Located at
the Student Center Information
Desk and SGA Office.
—CHS&G Dept.- graduate
students, come to Career Ser
vices, Student Center Annex,
room 104 to learn about Career
Counseling O pportunity in
Hackensack, SI7-S20 per hour.

Datebook
—Sunday, Nov. 15, The New
man Community will celebrate
Mass at 11:00 a.m. in Kops
Lounge, Russ Hall and at 7:30
p.m. in the Newman Center.
—Monday, Nov. 16, the New
man Community will celebrate
Mass at 3:30 p.m. in the New
man Center.
—Monday, Nov. 16, L.A.S.O.
wijil be holding a Bilingual Mass
for Unity. It will be held in
Ballroom “C”, of the Student
Center Annex at 7:00 p.m.
—Tuesday, Nov. 17 from 2 - 3
p.m. Career Services will spon
sor an Interview Il-practice
m an interview practice session
and recieve constructive evalua
tions from their peers. It will be
hefld in room 106 of the Student
Center Annex.
—Wednesday, November 18,
from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.,
the MSC Home Economics
Club will hold a Banana Eating
Contest. The winner will receive
a $50 disc camera. Admission
is $1. It will be held in Finley
Hall.

Wanted
—Part Time/Salary, $6-$9 per
hour, Little Falls office. Flexible
hours around your class sche
dule. Call 890-0640, 24 hours.
—Typists— Hundreds weekly
at home! Write P.O. Box 17,
Clark, NJ 07066.
—Typing/W ord Processing,
charge by the page. Editing
charge by the hour. Special rates
for students. Call Donna G.
744-7961;
-P art-tim e $10-$20 per hour.
Based on your schedule, 4 eves.
6-16 or 3 eves, and Sat. 10-3.
Display, service and delivery for
a national manufacturer of
.equipment to fight pollution on
a local level (some full-time).
Call personnel 3-6 p.m. at 2563306.
—Ill type your resumes/cover
letters, term papers, statistical
reports, doctorate thesis, any
professional word processing
job. Call me: 777-0285 after 6:00
p.m.
—Immediate Part-Time Christ
mas position available. Males

The world is waiting.
Be an exchange student
you live abroad with your new host family. Learn new skills. Go to new
schools. Make new fnends.
’Vbung people from all segm ents of American society are
being selected. If you’d like to be one of them, write for more
information on programs, costs and financial aid.
Help bring the world together, one friendship at a time.
Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE
lYieblo, Colorado 81009

A message from The Advertising Council and The International Youth Exchange.
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Trivia Time-Out

Indians travel
to G lassboro

Each week, The Montclarion publishes a list of sports
questions and answers to test your knowledge of sports trivia.
In addition, there is a sports stumper which will be answered
in the following issue.
If you think you have the correct answer to the stumper,
drop it off at The Montclarion office in Room 113 of the Student
Center Annex. The names of those submitting the correct answer
will be published in the next week’s issue. Deadline for
submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.

cont. from back page
back Brian Adkisson, who has
been named an All-Conference
First Team selection for each of
the past two seasons.
Junior safety Tom Malek and
senior Paul McMahon round
out the secondary unit.
The Glassboro State placekicker is junior Ken Derolf, while
the punting chores are handled
by Fisher. Both have enjoyed
good years for the Profs.

1. W hat Tiger pitcher won three games in the 1968 World
Series?
2. W ho was the first pitcher to win the Cy Young award
in both m ajor leagues?
3. The “Cy” in Cy Young’s name is short for what
nickname?
4. W hat was the least number of pitchers used by one
team in a complete World Series?
5. W ho was the first winner of the Cy Young award,
in 1956?
*3qU 103M 3^
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Answer to last week’s stumper:
Who is the only player to have led the NCAA, the NBA
and the ABA in scoring? Rick Barry.
Submitting the correct answer was:
Aldo Depinto, Carmine DeSomma.
This week’s stumper:
Who was the first black player in the American League?

r

W hat is
challenging,demanding,
and rewarding?

l

MSC RB Leroy Horn vs. Glass
boro defensive front-Hom will
have a tough time running
against the Prof defense, which
is geared to stop the run. But...
MSC QB Anthony Cannon vs.
Glassboro secondary-Cannon
may have a good game passing,
as the defense is susceptible to
the pass.
MSC C Mike Deevy vs. NG
Minor-Minor has been playing
well of late, penetrating into
opposing teams’ backfields, but
Deevy is better than most.

\

Teaching... Its a vital profession
For inform ation about the teaching profession in New Jersey, w rite:
Teaching. NJ State Dept, of Education,
CN 50 0. Trenton, NJ 0 8 6 2 5

MSC DE Paul Cioffi vs. T
DiCarlo-Cioffi has really come
on in the latter part of season
and will keep DiCarlo’s hands
full.

Jew ish Student U n io n
Presents:

Swim team s

SILC
PRESENTS
&A

THE TURKEY
TROT
TUESDAY NOVEMBER

M onday November 16,1387

p.m.
Room 419 in SC
8:00

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE STARTING
NOVEMBER 16

’TV

l JSU is a Class IV organization o f the j
l

\

SG A-

24

A SHORT TROT AROUND CAMPUS
TURKEVS RAFFLED OFF TO ALL
PARTICIPANTS AND GIVEN
TO WINNERS!

IN THE FOLLOWING OFFICES:
SILC
RM 121 SC ANNEX
893-5265

Everyone Weicomel

; S

STUDENT ACTIVITIESRM 400 SC
893-4418
FIELDH0USE
893-7494

cont. from back page
last year missed qualifying for
the Nationals by four tenths of
a second, will return this year
to try again.
Mike Pavolony is a returning
junior who “has the potential to
qualify for the National Cham
pionships in the 200 yard but
terfly.”
The rest of the team consists
of seniors Karl Angersbach
(freestyle), Cesar Atehortua
(breast stroke, intermediates)
and juniors Mike Spano (backstroke, freestyle) and Mike
Maroccia (diving).
The new members of the team
are freshmen Rich Volpi (sprint
crawl stroke) and Mark Powell
(freestyle).
The men will have their first
meet this Saturday at 1 p.m.
against Marist and Monmouth
Colleges. It will be held in the
Panzer Gymnasium pool com
plex.
Coach Billesimo is looking
for anyone who has swimming
experience who wants to be a
part of this winning program to
join the team.
He feels that the solid and
talented swim teams will be an
excellent oppurtunity in aiding
and improving the lesser expe
rienced swimmers.
If interested, Coach Billesimo
can be reached before 4 p.m. in
his office at 893-5242 or after
that at swim practice poolside
in Panzer Gymnasium.
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Gelston feels upcoming
season will be a ‘challenge’
By Dennis Campbell
Staff Writer
MSC Head Basketball Coach
Oliver Gelston promises some
changes for the upcoming sea
son.
With the addition of two new
assistant coaches and two star
ters returning from last season’s
team, together with a tough
schedule, this season offers an
interesting challenge for the
veteran coach.
The Indians open their season
against defending champion
Stockton State, November 24,
in a tough road game.
Gelston said the team has
been hampered by the “rash of
injuries at the guard position.”
In the recent scrimmage games,
he saw things positive and
negative, but he ^tresses this is
a “ young team with potential”.
“Right now the things we are
working on are timing, synco
pation. The best way to describe

it would be going from a Mickey
Mouse watch to a Rolex. Our
objective is to get to be the
Rolex,” said Gelston.
On the freshman class, the
coach said, “ I am very pleased
with the progress of the fresh
men. We will have more bal
anced scoring than last year. We
are stronger on the boards.
Rebounding is the key to push
ing the ball up the floor. The
key is rebounding and playing
good defense.”
The Indians will be without
the services of last year’s leading
scorer, Mark Scott, who had
other obligations. The coach
sees Mike Scott (no relation) as
providing the added offensive
punch for the Indians.
Gelston said, “Mike Scott is
a sophmore, but he is a fresh
man as basketball is concerned.
He has the ability to be a
dominating player.”
On other players, Gelston
said, “Mike Wegryzniak plays

good defense, he is a heady
player, a good passer, and sees
the court well.”
Gelston also had high praise
for freshman Richard Cream.
“He is a good passer, he is
working on his ball handling
skills, we would like to use him
at the guard spot. He’s a good
defensive player and he’s very
intelligent.”
Transfer Pat Brunner is out
with a groin injury. Gelston said
Brunner is a “heady player who
sees the court well and has the
best passing skills on the team.”
Returning guard Wilson Ro
driguez will be looked upon to
stabilize that position, and
center Tom Deutsch adds some
leadership up front.
Emploring an offense that
combines motion with basic
cuts, Gelston said this would
accomodate the quicker for
wards.
Next week: Womens’ Basket
ball Preview.
__________
MORE THAN JU S T A GAME.

COSTUME PARTY;

A lrig h t-s o I messed up at my party,
BUT HEY! I’m going to turn things

START PUTTING
MOVES O N A PERSON
O f THE SAME SEX
WITHOUT KNOWING

around and ace my Finals !

- LOSE TURN -

.IT 'S THE FUN YEARS
OF Y.OUR LIFE

RALPH AT PARTY
- LOSE TURN -

ON SALE NOW AT

Allother
players m ove
back 2 spaces to
avoid getting It
on their shoes

The COLLEGE SUPPLY
STORE

Dawkins’ hardships
can
be overcome
By now, the news about Darryl Dawkins, former New Jersey
Nets center, has traveled through the media. It is evident that
Dawkins is experiencing a lot of changes in his life. A back
operation, being traded acrosss the country, and his wife’s recent
death have been major setbacks in his life.

What the center should realize is that he is surrounded by
many people who are legitimately concerned about his welfare
at this stage in his life. The four-year Net star was traded recently
to the Utah Jazz. So after developing a rapport with the local
media and local residents, Dawkins hopefully will make a new
start in the Mormon City, which is a most different atmosphere
from New York.
Just as Dawkins was ready for a new start, his newlywed
wife was found dead of an alleged suicide two weeks ago. During
the Jazz training camp, Dawkins was informed of the news.
He received permission to return to New Jersey from Jazz coach
Frank Layden. He hasn’t spoken to anyone since. The man
is definitely going through some hard times at this point in
his career.
As an open note to Dawkins - just remember that there
are a lot of fans, friends, temmates and media people who
are thinking of you at this time. I remember when my father
passed awat two years ago and there was a certain “6’11 big
guy” in the area with kind words to relay. I know what you
are going through, Darryl, from those long talks in University
Hospital and the quaint dinner outside the Meadowlands.
There are not words one could say when a person loses
someone that is special to their hearts. But Darryl- if you are
in New Jersey, this time I will buy the sandwich at that same
restaurant nearby the Meadowlands. Right now there are a
lot of downpoints, but the Chocolate Thunder will be thundering
down the courts and in the media once again. It’s just like
you once told this reporter: sometimes, you’ve just got to hang
in there, big guy.
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Interested in sports?
W ant to see your name in print?
That’s
>s sp o rtsw ritin g

to join THE
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W e’re look in g for interested people to becom e a beat
writer for any on e o f m any fall sp orts team s available.
N oth in g to o taxin g, m ind y o n - it’s easy, fun and exciting.
Plus, 10,000 p eop le w ill see your nam e in print, ju st like
Perry ‘T he J e t’ Schw arz’.
i office, R oom 113, Student C enter A nnex,
or contact Sports E ditor Kenny Peck at 893-5241.
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Get between our sheets
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THE MONTCLARION is proud to be a CLASS ONE organization of your SGA.
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Game time changed
The starting time fo r Friday night's game
between M SC and Glassboro State has been
moved from 8 M to a 7:30 start. For a preview ,
see the story below *
V.

T o p s J e r s e y C ity , b u t K ean ta k e s N JA C title

MSC
By Perry Schwarz
Staff Writer
The Indians recorded their
sixth consecutive victory with a
21-7 win over Jersey City State
College Saturday night at
Sprague Field.
Senior Leroy Horn, who has
compiled 921 yards over four
years against the Gothics,
rushed for 177 of those yards
on 33 carries. He also scored
twice to pace MSC.
Although the Indians won the
conference matchup, they are
out of the race for the New
Jersey Athletic Conference title.
Kean College secured the
championship for the first time
in its’ history with a victory over
Trenton State last week. MSC
will be bidding for second place
when they take on Glassboro
State this week.
The Indians came out strong
in the opening half Saturday
with an aggressive defense and
executing offense. Freshman
quarterback Anthony Cannon
completed five passes for 89
yards, as senior tight end Ed
Pedicine received four of them
for 88 yards.
The team, however, came out
fiat in the second half. Head
Coach Rick Giancola felt it was
good that Jersey City scored in

winsbattle, loses war
the game, as the touchdown
woke up the defense and
showed they must continue to
play aggressively for another
half.
“When we scored twice, the
players felt the game was sealed,
which was not the case,” Gian
cola said. “The Gothics’ score
woke the players up. They had
to play the way they did in the
first half to win the game.”
Defensively, sophomore Paul
Cioffi had a spectacular even
ing. He provided two unassisted
and 10 assisted tackles, one pass
breakup, caused one fumble,
and registered three sacks.
Also, senior Miguel Hernan
dez had four unassisted tackles,
five assists and one sack. So
phomore John Hernandez also
recovered a fumble, had two
sacks and recorded six tackles.
The Hernandez brothers have a
total of 174 tackles between
them thus far this season.
Another key defensive player
was junior David Harris. Harris
registered his eighth intercep
tion of the year.
This week, the Indians will
travel to Glassboro, New Jersey
to complete their season. Tra
ditionally, this matchup has
been for the conference cham
pionship, but unfortunately that
is not the case this season.

Indians’ final
battle against
G lassboro St.
By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor______________

MSC wraps up its regular
season Friday night with a road
game against conference rival
Glassboro State College.
Game time for Friday’s mat
chup has been changed from
8:00 to a 7:30 start.
The Profs edged William
Paterson last week, 8-7, while
the Indians defeated Jersey City
State by a 21-7 mprgin.
Seventh year Head Coach
Ted Kershner’s squad runs a
veer option type offense, much
like the “run and shoot” type
of offense run by the Houston
Gamblers of the now defunct
United States Football League.
Junior quarterback Bill
Fisher has had an outstanding
campaign thus far this season,
mainly accumulating passing
yardage via short passes to his
running backs.
Glassboro State is well re
presented in the backfield, as
they boast six players who see
action at the running back
positions.
Senior Elliot DeShields, jun
Senior tailback Leroy Horn, who had another outstanding game
ior
Anthony Lombardi, sopho
against Jersey City State Saturday night with 177 yards rushing.
mores Franklin Brown and
John Crandall, and freshmen
Malcolm Freeman and George
Kuhne all get playing time for
the Profs.
At wide receiver, senior
Marty Regan has enjoyed a fine
season, and sophomore Mike
Cefalo has also been productive.
was All-American five times last
cobus, Cullen and Meneghin
The offensive line is built
year as a freshman and is a
placed second in the 400 frees around 1986 Second Team Allmember of three school record
tyle relay with 4:09.39. Muller, Conference center Joe Lopez, a
holding relay teams.
Meneghin, De Luca and Cullen senior who has started all four
The rest of the team includes
placed third in the 200 medley seasons for Glassboro State.
cq*,aptain Jackie Press (frees
relay at 2:06.83.
Veterans Jeff Weiner (senior)
tyle, fly), and seniors Alycia
Coach Billesimo said that he and Jay Wolf (junior) are at the
Witten (breast stroke, freestyle),
“was impressed with the perfor guard positions, while sopho
and Patricia Rudolph (breast
mance of the girls for this early more Roberto DiCarlo and
stroke, freestyle).
in the season. Each girl,” he junior Bill Stitt are the tackles.
The juniors include Michelle
added,“swam a personal best.”
Defensively, The Profs have
Manion (freestyle), and Grace
The next meet for the women been strong once again this year.
Smith (diving). The sopho
will be on Friday, November 13
The defensive line is led by
mores are Leslie De Lucio (IM,
at New York University at 7 senior tackle Jeff Spector, a
freestyle), and Sandy Sanchez
p.m.
Division III Preseason All(freestyle).
Billesimo also coaches the American selection.
Freshmen Francis Cullen
mens swim team, which is a
Spector is joined by junior
(freestyle), Kathleen De Rosa
“quality, not quantity” team. It Bob Sica and sophomores Stev
(breast stroke, freestyle), and
consists of nine men.
en Straus and Nate Minor on
Racquel Carra (freestyle) make
Returning senior captian the defensive front.
up the remainder of the squad.
Andy Pecoraro is the school
The outside linebackers con
The team had their season
record holder in the 500, 1000, sist of seniors Bill Newmuis and
opener last Saturday at the
and 1650 yard freestyle events. Vince Principato and junior
Metropolitan Conference Relay
The coach feels that “Andy has Mike lies. On the inside are
Carnival, where they placed in
the capability to qualify for the senior Dennis Vespe and junior
all but one event.
Division III nationals in the 200 Clint Gaskin.
The team of Muller, Menegh
The defensive backfield is
yard butterfly and 500 yard
in, Jacobus and Witten placed
filled with veterans. Chief
freestyle.”
first in the 400 medley relay with
Senior Joe Jennicelli, who among them is senior cornera time of 4:23.76. Witten, Ja
cont. on p. 18
cont. on p. 18

New coach Billesimo has swim
teams moving in right direction
By Jim Agostine
Correspondent_____________
MSC recently appointed Jim
Billesimo as Head Coach of the
men’s and women’s swim teams,
as well as of the water polo
team. Billesimo joins Mickey
Davis, the diving coach for both'
teams.'
Billesimo comes to the Indi
ans well qualified. He is a 1980
graduate of Springfield College
of Massachusetts with a B.S. in
Physical Education.
Over nine years, his coaching
experience has varied from the
formation and his coaching of
a private swim team to coaching
on the collegiate level. His
overall career record is 64-31.
In 1981, he coached Springfield H.S.’s boy’s and girl’s swim
teams. In his first year there, the
boys were conference champs
and the girls placed second in
the conference.
In 1983, Billesimo went on to
coach at Marist College, where
he started the women’s swim'

team. In the 1986-87 season, the
women were second in the
conference.
Coach Billesimo has great
expectations for MSC’s wom
en’s swim team, which was
ranked sixth in the nation last
year in their division. He feels
that “we have established a goal
to finish in the top three at the
M etropolitan
Conference
Championships and to increase
the number of National’s qua
lifiers this year.”
The women’s swim team this
year consists of three returning
All-Americans and 10 others.
Senior and co-captian Gail
Meneghin is a 17 time AllAmeridan swimmer and school
record holder in the 100 and 200
breast stroke, 100 and 200
medley, as well as being a
member of five record holding
relay teams.
Junior Kim Muller was an
All-American last year in the
400 medley and school record
holder in the 100 back stroke.
Sophomore Tabitha Jacobus

